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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A new hotel complex is taking shape at the municipality of Botkyrka in the
south of Stockholm, the capital of the Kingdom of Sweden. The hotel is
considered to be the first that carries a different DNA of hospitality services
and a signature of the Scandinavian trends and lifestyle at the heart of its
development.
The complexity of the project lays in its sharp simplicity. A 4 star mixed use
hotel with its own real estate investment, and a Brand that is managed
through the operating company, and spread around the world.
Living Hotell is a mixed use of 195 keys consisting not only of a combination of twin, double and suites but also 30 long stay residences with their
dedicated entrance. The hotel also have a separate, but bridge connected
multi-purpose hall with a 400 guests capacity to cater to the large conferences and events highly required at the vicinity of the city. The public areas
and outlets are consisting of a coffee corner with the lobby lounge, a bar,
an all-day restaurant with an additional external entrance, meeting rooms
as well as a sky bar. Additional retail specialised for the brand, a Gym and
Fitness center as well as parking lots for 143 cars are all part of the Living
Hotell complex.
The Hotel is to be managed independently by establishing an operating
company to carry the brand of Living Hotell with the aim of exporting it to
the world through Scandinavia and the main trendy capitals of Europe such
as Amsterdam, Berlin, Barcelona, Dubai and the Middle East.
It serves as a window to export Scandinavian trends and life style and to
ensure the operation and standards of all new hotels which shall be all individuals in their design but carries the spirit collectively.
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The land has been purchased, permissions obtained and construction is
set to start as soon as finance is in place.
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STOCKHOLM

THE CAPITAL OF SCANDINAVIA

THE CAPITAL city is turning into an international metropolis and is handling the fierce competition successfully. Stockholm has been named fDi Magazine’s European Region of the Future 2012/13 in competition with
110 other regions. Out of seven categories, Stockholm
finished first in quality of life, second in business-friendliness, third in economic potential and fourth in infrastructure.
STOCKHOLM IS PREDICTED to be the eighth most
competitive city in the world in 2025, according to the
Economist Intelligence Unit’s (EIU) report “Hot Spots
2025: Benchmarking the Future Competitiveness of
Cities” 120 cities worldwide were ranked based on their
projected ability to attract capital, business, talent and
tourists. In another report by the EIU last year, Stockholm was ranked sixth out of 70 cities in their adjusted
livability ranking, which takes into consideration the cities’ spatial characteristics, such as green space and
pollution

STOCKHOLM

GOTHENBURG

STOCKHOLM also received the European Union’s first
ever Green Capital award in 2010. Stockholm came fifth
place in PWC’s study, Cities of Opportunity 2012, in
which 27 major cities in the world were ranked in terms
of their attractiveness and growth potential. Stockholm
finished first in two out of ten categories: health, safety
and security, and intellectual capital and innovation.
IN MERCER’S annual ranking of the best cities in the
world, Stockholm was last year ranked 18th out of 220
in terms of infrastructure and 19th out of 221 with respect to quality of life.
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MALMÖ
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BOTKYRKA MUNICIPALITY
THE BOTKYRKA of the future is an inspiring place full of opportunities. Contrast, creativity and curiosity create the
best conditions for a sustainable future.

GEOGRAPHY

THE BOTKYRKA MUNICIPALITY DISTRICT lies between Stockholm and
Södertälje and covers a total area of 197
km2. The municipality is divided into districts Alby, Fittja, Hallunda Norsborg, Tullinge & Tumba-Grödinge.
The municipality is bounded by
Lake Mälaren to the north and
extends to the Baltic sea in the
south and it contains many
natural regions and nature
reserves.

LIVING HOTELL - BOTKYRKA

EXISTING SUPPLY
OF HOTEL ROOMS

SUPPLY IS concentrated to the mid-scale and
upscale segments and dominated by full-service hotels. The hotel market in Stockholm inner
city comprises 107 hotels with a total of 14,054
rooms. More than half of the properties have
fewer than 100 rooms, while 11 have more than
300 rooms. The largest hotels are Clarion Hotel
Sign and Clarion Hotel Stockholm, with 558 and
532 rooms respectively. Supply is highly concentrated to the mid-scale and upscale segments,
in which 82 percent of all rooms are positioned.
STOCKHOLM OFFERS few alternatives in the
extremes of the once spectrum only 358 rooms
are positioned In the luxury segment and 542
rooms in the budget segment, which add up to
JUST over 6 percent of total room supply. The
hotel market is also homogeneous in terms of
service level. 72 percent of total room supply
comprises full service hotels. Some offer a few
rooms for extended-stay guests, but there are
only three actual extended-stay facilities in the
inner city. All located outside of the CBD, are
positioned in the mid scale segment and have
355 rooms in total.
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ARCHITECTURE
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LIVING HOTELL

N 59° 14.6525’, E 17° 50.1567

HOTEL LOCATION

BOTKYRKA MUNICIPALITY, STOCKHOLM

LIVING HOTELL is strategically located in the very heart of the gate to Stockholm, on the main European highway E4 south of Stockholm. The access to & from the hotel is ideal to the highway on both directions north
and south. The hotel complex shall be a “land mark” for the area where plans indicate rapid growth via development in the next 10 years.
FROM THE SOUTH side of the project there is a vibrant shopping area with big names such as Bauhaus, ICA
Maxi among other highly decorative names, and from the north, the largest IKEA in Sweden as well as the
complex of Heron City. The Stockholm underground station named “Hallunda” is just 150 m away from the
hotel site connecting all guests to the city center with less than 20 min ride.
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IKEA
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THE UNIQUENESS
LIVING HOTELL LOCATION

THE UNIQUENESS of the Hotel complex is that it’s
responding to the business community through
the mix of rooms and long stay residences serving multi-national companies such as VW Group
Sweden, Astra Zeneca, Scania & Tetra pack HQ.
It also respond to the very high demand of multifunction halls and wedding ballrooms at that municipality. Fitness facilities and rentable parking
spots ensure stable income for the property.
THE HOTEL expected clients are young travellers,
transiting corporate clients of the municipality. The
hotel is situated mid-way to Skavsta Airport, the
southern fast growing airport serving Stockholm.
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LIVING HOTELL LOCATION
& PROXIMITY
Hotel to Stockholm center:		
Hotel to Södertälje:			
Hotel to IKEA: 				
Hotel to Shopping center: 		
Hotel to Botkyrka center:		
Hotel to Subway: 			
Hotel to Arlanda Airport:		
Hotel to Skavsta Airport:		
Hotel to Bromma Airport:		

20 km
16 km
7.5 km
1.5 km
1 km
0.15 km
60 kM
85 km
23 km
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LOCATION OF THE HOTEL:
Stockholm, Sweden

LAND SIZE:
10,257 m2

TOTAL BUILT-UP AREA INCL. GARAGE:
16.700 m2

TOTAL NET AREA:
13.702 m2

NO. OF ROOMS/SUITES/LONG STAY RESIDENCES:
195

MASTER PLAN & CONSTRUCTION PERMISSIONS:
Approved on September 2014

LAND CONTRACT:
Signed and Purchased

PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECTED DATE OF OPERATION:
22 months from start of construction

OUR STORY
THE HOTEL intention is to be a different complex, that
is able to offer a living experience and a mélange of
culture and activities that addresses the functions of
young travelers, the community as well as friends. We
want to create a place to stay that is creative, honest,
laid back and inexpensive in Stockholm.
THE IDEA is to inject something family-like, a familiar
atmosphere that will please the different generations.
We would like to claim that we are deliberately imperfect- a nod to the creativity and rough edges of Sweden’s hippest city. The hotel shall be appealing both to
the hypes and the retirees as well as to Swedish rock
stars, French trend setters, Italian dressers and crazy
party lovers.
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LIVING HOTELL
THE BRAND
LIVING HOTELL is not a bed and breakfast hotel,
but it shall rather be a reflection of the Swedish
trends and lifestyle. It shall be a brand of vibrant
activities, fun and entertainment, and carries the
strings of the traditional modern life of the Swedish society.
It is an export window of the Swedish and the
Scandinavian trends and life style to the world,
which is widely accepted and sought after as a
trend setter.
It carries feelings and emotions, trend and warmth
that bring the hotel to the next level of hospitality, hence becoming a gathering point, an urban
activity and a mirror of the beautiful sceneries of
Sweden. It shall be combined with carefully crafted products and memories only found in Sweden and Scandinavia.
LIVING HOTELL BRAND shall represent the
Swedish and Scandinavian window of hospitality
to the world with a different export of a life style
and culture only found in Scandinavia. A Brand
that carries our traditions and craftsmanship in a
comfortable and pleasant atmosphere.
LIVING HOTELL - THE BRAND
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The shops at Living Hotell shall also be a global concept where guests can find out all about
Sweden in culinary, food and beverage; where it
becomes a way to fall in love with Sweden and
the Scandinavian lifestyle.
Bring the boost of Living Hotell with you wherever
you go around the world. With all the creativity
and trendiness, the brand aims to carry the latest innovative ideas that breath the Scandinavian
spirit.
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THE BRANDING of Living Hotell shall not be
about labeling products in order to sell them, but
rather about carrying the Swedish trend setters
along to allow guest to taste the true Scandinavian life style, whether about food, drinks, cloths,
environment, or simply about the very basic ways
of lifestyle which is considered a “Scandinavian
trade mark”. While IKEA, H&M, Volvo & Scania
have all managed to export a lot of our values,
Living Hotell is here to combine the trend and
the way of living the Scandinavian way, a “Kanelbulle” for the morning, “Smörgås” with a beer
from Norrland and a “Skaldjurs” dinner. A Brand
to represent the Swedish travelers to the world.
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LIVING HOTELL - RECEPTION PERSPECTIVE
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The Entrance Lobby:
A vibrant space set to bring people and guests together in different configuration that pleases all
senses. The double height of the
lobby also set the mind about the
luxury of space, and the carefully
selected seating groups address
a different trend of design setting
a relaxed, and edgy character of
the space best describing the
Scandinavian hospitality.

LIVING
HOTELL - LOBBY PERSPECTIVE
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The Hotel Bar:
Swedes are known for great travelers and trend setters who loves
to mingle. The Bar acts as one
of the spaces that best describe
such state of mind. A space with
trendy design, technology and
functionality that dazzle the senses and bring people together.
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THE PUBLIC AREAS

THE PROJECT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES

Ground Floor:
- Main Lobby, Casual Coffee Corner and Reception
- Lobby Lounge
- Dedicated Long Stay Residence Entrance
- Hotel Bar
- Ballroom & Multi Purpose Hall for 400 pax with
dedicated Entrance.
First Floor:
- All Day Restaurant with external Entrance
- Meeting Rooms, Executive Meeting Rooms
and Pre-Function Area
- Connection Bridge to the Ballroom
Other public areas:
- The Digital Library Lounge at the 9th floor
- The Green Lounge at the 14th floor
- “La Vue” Sky Bar & Executive Venue at the
17th floor
- Gym & Fitness Center
- Shopping Gallery
LIVING HOTELL - THE PUBLIC AREAS
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LIVING HOTELL - BALLROOM PERSPECTIVE
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UNIQUE

INTERIOR
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The Standard Room:
A home away from home, full of
joy, trends, space and cheerful
lightness. It also represent the ultimate in space functionality and
attention to details well known
about the swedes. While staying
faithful to our roots, the rooms
have a luxury touch and comfort
rarely matched in a 4 star hotels,
and instantly recognized a living
experience.

LIVING
HOTELL - STANDARD ROOM PERSPECTIVE
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The Standard Room:
A space that addresses the
needs of frequent travellers, a
mélange of fine details but with
an “at ease” twist and technology
that brings a spacious all around
room and comfort to the guests.
The hotel is set to be a “Living”
space, and the room is no difference than the composition.
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The Standard Room Space

LIVING HOTELL - STANDARD ROOM
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The Long Stay Residence:
A more spacious residence, maximizing the view, the residences
have two different layouts set with
its own kitchenette, living room
as well as a dining area. Ample
storages and wardrobe spaces
to allow guests staying for long
time to feel home, and to live a
hotel experience rarely matched
in Scandinavia. The spirit of the
long stay residence remain in line
with the trend setting exercised
of the hotel.
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The Long Stay Residence:
Another design and layout maximizing on the work space and the
efficiency that may be required
by the long stay travellers staying
with a small family. This layout is
all about functionality and trend,
while adapting space to the different functions required. Comfort and coziness remains the
achievement in mind while the
urban spirit adopts our modern
setting for the hotel.
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The Long Stay Residence Variations
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